The Many Faces of
Mobile Malware
How to Use Behavioral Insights to Stop Account
Takeover From Malware and RATs
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The Problem
The use of mobile devices has grown exponentially in the last decade with nearly 5.3 billion unique
mobile phone users globally. Among mobile users, over 90% use their device to go on the internet at
least some of the time. Mobile apps are especially popular with an average of 40 apps installed on most
mobile devices and more than 250 billion apps expected to be downloaded in 2022 . In some developing
countries that were late adopters of the technology revolution, mobile devices are the only method they
use to go online and conduct business.
With the widespread use of mobile devices, it is hardly a surprise that mobile attacks have been on the
rise for years. As banks, retailers and other consumer service providers look to meet their customers where
they are, criminals have adapted their strategies as well. Specifically, mobile malware has been thriving,
targeting mobile devices to hijack the operating system or steal personal and financial information with
the goal of committing fraud.
Mobile malware comes in many forms and is distributed in several ways. Clever social engineering
schemes are created to get users to download malware on to their device, most often through a phishing
email, SMS text message or phony app. While Apple iOS is a target, mobile malware predominantly
impacts Android devices. Once infected, mobile malware usually has two main purposes: to harvest
information or take control of the device through the use of Remote Access Tool (RAT) capabilities.
One common functionality of mobile malware is to initiate an HTML overlay attack which inserts a
transparent window over the touch screen that mimics the real login page of the intended target.
Keylogging functionality will then harvest credentials and other information being entered by the
infected victim. The second functionality common in most mobile malware is RAT capabilities which
allows a criminal to take administrative control of the device to intercept information such as login
credentials or one-time passcodes.
The following timeline shows how malware has evolved over nearly 20 years to adapt to the times and
the available technology.
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How to Use Behavioral Data to Detect Malware
Detecting malware on mobile devices has relied heavily on traditional anti-virus (AV) scanning
technologies which looks for the name of the suspicious package and regularly monitors apps and their
hashes for the malware. However, as has been witnessed in the online channel for years, AV detection
comes with limitations as malware is designed to change its files frequently in order to evade these
systems.
Using behavioral events offers a new way to uncover malware by looking at the way a session is
conducted to infer whether it is a human being behind the activity or if there is indicators of manipulation.
To illustrate this, BioCatch analyzed four data points to evaluate their efficacy in identifying malware on
mobile devices.

Accessibility services are commonly
used in general —1 in 30 people
have this enabled—but almost 1 in
4 malware cases utilize this.

Accessibility Enabled
Indicates whether Google’s
accessibility services are enabled

1 in 60 people do their online
banking with their device on a
flat service, compared to 1 in 5
malware cases.

Device Position is Flat
Accelerometer data suggests
the device does not move

No Area on Touch Events
Touch events with an area surrounding
it, suggesting human interaction

Taps Without Movement
Tap events with a slight involuntary
movement

Hardly any users have the level of
precision to touch their device’s
screen and leave no surrounding
area, yet 2 in every 15 malware
cases show signs of this.

When there is no involuntary
swipe to a tap, it can indicate
malware, but it is not as strong
an indicator compared with other
data points.
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Looking at the prevalence
of each of these data
points across three different
populations (the genuine
population, the fraud
population and the subset
of the fraud population
where the modus operandi
was confirmed to be a
malware case), we are able
to identify which of the
data points are effective in
identifying and detecting
malware cases.
When comparing results
across various populations,
we see that the first three
data points (accessibility,
flat device and no touch
area) can be strong
indicators to detect a
significant number of mobile
malware cases.
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As we start to combine data points, the overall intervention rate (the percentage of sessions that fulfill
the conditions) declines, while the detection rate remains somewhat stable.
The best example is the triple combination—accessibility, flat device and zero touch—where we see only
0.00008% (1 in 1.25 million) of sessions with this combination, while almost 10% of the reported malware
fulfills the conditions. This means it is 120,000 times more likely to see malware in these cases than a
genuine scenario.

Accessibility & Flat Device
Accessibility
• Overall – 3.3%
• Fraud – 4.8%
• Malware – 23.0%
Index: 7.0

• Overall – 0.06%
• Fraud – 0.70%
• Malware – 13.1%
Index: 197

Accessibility & Zero Touch
• Overall – 0.002%
• Fraud – 0.56%
• Malware – 12.0%
Index: 7430

Accessibility & Flat Device & Zero Touch
• Overall – 0.00008%
• Fraud – 0.41%
• Malware – 9.1%
Index: 120,643

Flat Device
• Overall – 1.7%
• Fraud – 2.2%
• Malware – 17.1%
Index: 10.2

Flat Device & Zero Touch
• Overall – 0.001%
• Fraud – 0.46%
• Malware – 9.7%
Index: 17,541

Zero Touch

• Overall – 0.01%
• Fraud – 0.67%
• Malware – 13.4%
Index: 1070
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Case Study: Uncovering
a TeaBot Attack with
Behavioral Biometrics

?
Teabot attacks usually occur in
the early hours of the morning,
when the victim is unaware.
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In this case study, we will analyze the fraudulent sessions
reported by a BioCatch customer—a Top 5 UK bank. Based
on the case notes provided by the bank, the victim had the
TeaBot malware installed on their device, having reported it
was “acting strange” and “lit up during the night.”

Did You Know?

Volume of Cases

The TeaBot Android banking Trojan emerged in early 2021,
targeting victims across the UK and Europe. It continued
to spread worldwide and has since become prevalent in
Australia and the United States. A recent report found
that there have been over 1 billion downloads of financial
apps targeted by prominent mobile malware with TeaBot
targeting the largest number of them.

Time of Day

Before getting into how the malware was detected, let’s
examine the four main stages of the TeaBot malware.

Four Main Stages of the Teabot Malware
Accessibility Service
Enabled

Stealing Credentials

Executing Fraudulent
Transactions

1. Once the device is
infected, the malware
starts to scan for
applications on the
device, mainly targeting
banking or cryptocurrency
apps. Currently, the
majority of targets include
many UK and European
banks.

1. Upon opening a target
application, e.g. banking
app, the malware initiates
an overlay attack.

1. Having captured the
credentials, the malware
has the ability to log in to
the banking application,
and already has the
control of the device to
execute the transactions.

Infecting the Device
1. Victim receives an SMS
containing a link to a
rogue app. After clicking,
the malware is installed,
infecting the device.
2. TeaBot masquerades as
an app for media, postal
and logistic services.
Examples include:
BookReader, Ad Blocker,
PlutoTV, TeaTV, VLC Media
Player, Correos, DHL and
UPS.
3. After installation, the
malware acquires broad
permissions including the
ability to read and
intercept SMS messages,
use accessibility services
and delete applications.
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2. A pop-up requesting
access to the accessibility
services will appear
continuously until the user
accepts the request.
3. With accessibility
functions enabled, the
criminals can use the
malware to ‘listen in’ on
any open applications.
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2. The malware downloads
a specially crafted login
page for the specific
banking app in question,
designed to imitate the
original.
3. All data input on this
overlay is sent to the
Command/Control
Servers, allowing the
criminals to capture user
credentials from the
malware’s keylogging
capabilities.

2. The malware uses
remote access (another
capability of the TeaBot
strain) to access the
device. This is usually in
the early hours of the
morning, when the victim
is unaware.
3. Payments are attempted.
Any SMS OTP requirements
are able to be passed as
the criminal has access to
read and intercept SMS
messages.
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Following is an overview of the fraudulent session details where TeaBot malware was detected:
Both sessions received
a high score (900+)

Sessions take place
after midnight

1.

929

929

929

162230106897-c97198d3-c3cc... 08.07.2021 l 00:58

18:22

2.

951

951

951

162230106897-c97198d3-c3cc... 08.07.2021 l 00:39

13:04

The fraud case
includes two sessions

Mobile RAT was
detected

Both sessions take place on a
device consistent with user history

In the session, we see the user is interacting with the same five pages repeatedly. Their overall interaction
is very quick, suggesting the user is familiar with the pages—a common trait for criminals.
This behavior differs significantly from the genuine user’s patterns, where the user navigates much slower
(seen via longer bars).

Session Flow & Timeline
Fraud Session
LOGIN_SCREEN

52 Sec

HOME_SCREEN

PAYMENT_TYPES

PAY_A_PAYEE_HOME

PAYMENT_FROM_SELECT_ACCOUNT

PAYMENT_SELECT_PAYEE

Genuine Session (Previous)
LOGIN_SCREEN

20 Sec

HOME_SCREEN

OUT_OF_SCOPE

59 Sec

PAYMENT_TYPES

PAY_A_PAYEE_HOME

16 Sec

8 Sec

Taking a deeper dive into the data collected, there are clear differences in the user interaction. This not
only suggests that someone else is executing the sessions, but some of the data points suggest there is
malware and remote access present.
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Screen Interaction
Genuine

Touch
events show
movement
typical of
human
interaction
with the
device

Fraud

Precise
touch events
with no
movement
and data
tells us there
was also
zero touch
area for all
touch events

Swipes in
a different
area to the
previous
genuine
sessions

Swipes in a
consistent
area to
previous
sessions

In the genuine example shown, the heat map illustrates how the user frequently interacts with specific
areas of the device, mainly ’swipe events’—i.e., where the user scrolls. Further, the white marks, indicating
tap events, occur in similar areas to the user history—suggesting a consistent pattern of behavior.
In the fraud session, the swipe zone moves and the swipes themselves are different, both in shape and
length. Also, many of the touch events are extremely precise, with no touch area surrounding them,
suggesting that a finger is not interacting but rather a mouse. In fact, 100% of all touch events have no
surrounding area at all. When comparing to the genuine sessions, the white dots are bigger, showing
not only the area of the finger press but also the slight, involuntary movement that occurs when a human
interacts with a device.
The analysis continues with the user’s physical manipulation of the device, namely the way in which the
device moves throughout the session.
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Device Movement

Login Screen

Fraud

Payment Screen

Payment Screen

Login Screen

Genuine

BioCatch collects the device’s accelerometer and gyroscope data.
In the genuine session, both screens show there is natural movement of the device. This can occur for
many reasons, including:
•

Shaking

•

Vibrations from pressing

•

Device moment

Also, the movement in the session (blue lines) are similar to those of historical sessions (grey lines).
However, in the fraud session, there is zero movement, seen by the flat lines. This suggests the device is
not held in hand but is rather flat on a surface.
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Success Stories: Behavioral Biometrics in Action
Following are three examples of success stories where behavioral biometrics was used to detect the
presence of mobile malware.
Top UK Bank: 99% Detection Rate
A top UK bank deployed BioCatch on their mobile app platform. Within the
first week, malware was identified by BioCatch, and after wider analysis into
the fraud type, a solution was put in place to provide tactical benefit for a
new malware attack they were facing, with a 99% detection rate.

€500k
in fraud losses saved over
a five month period

99%

detection rate of BioCatch
solution for malware
attacks

Top European Bank: Preventing Over €100K Per Month in Fraud Losses
During 2022, a top bank in Europe seen an increase in malware cases. BioCatch
achieved an 89% detection rate on fraudulent transaction attempts, helping
save over €500,000 in fraud losses over the course of five months.

Top Australia Bank: Stopping Over 4.500 Fraud Sessions
A top Australia bank uses BioCatch to solve many fraud use cases including
malware detection. In the first 9 months of the current fiscal year for the bank,
BioCatch has helped stop over 4,500 sessions, with estimated fraud loss
prevention over 5 million AUD.
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4500
fraud sessions with
malware stopped
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Conclusion
In 2021, nearly 3.5 million Android malware programs were registered,
an average of 9,500 every day, according to the AV-TEST Institute.
In addition to its continued pervasiveness, mobile malware is also
seeing increased sophistication in terms of new functionality and
diversification in how it spreads. Attacks via overlays, fake apps and
SMS messages are just some of the techniques utilized to steal a user’s
personal data, and they continue to perpetuate by targeting the
contacts of previous victims. As new variants of malware are developed
to target mobile users, financial institutions should consider adopting a
behavioral approach as part of their fraud defense strategy to identify
the use of malware in digital sessions.
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About BioCatch
BioCatch is the leader in Behavioral Biometrics, a
technology that leverages machine learning to analyze
an online user’s physical and cognitive digital behavior
to protect individuals online. BioCatch’s mission is to
unlock the power of behavior and deliver actionable
insights to create a digital world where identity, trust
and ease seamlessly co-exist.
Today, BioCatch counts over 25 of the top 100 global
banks as customers who use BioCatch solutions to
fight fraud, drive digital transformation and accelerate
business growth. BioCatch’s Client Innovation Board,
an industry-led initiative including American Express,
Barclays, Citi Ventures, and National Australia Bank,
helps enable BioCatch to identify creative and cuttingedge ways to leverage the unique attributes of behavior
for fraud prevention. With over a decade of analyzing
data, more than 70 registered patents, and unparalleled
experience, BioCatch continues to innovate to solve
tomorrow’s problems.
For more information, please visit www.biocatch.com
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